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The Regulatory Bellwether: Forecasting Cyber Breach Litigation 

By Michael Bahar, Alexander Sand and Trevor Satnick 

Law360, New York (July 3, 2017, 11:28 AM EDT) --  
While a state of profound cyber insecurity persists, and the prospects of cyber 
litigation loom ever larger, there are tangible ways that may very well decrease the 
unease and mitigate the risk — if you know where to look. 
 
One place to look is to the regulators. Businesses can likely gain significant insight 
into the future standards courts will hold them to by looking at what matters most 
to the regulators. From the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission to the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration to New York state, regulatory entities are beginning 
to set best practices which are likely to become the standard by which companies 
are judged when large sums of money — and reputations — are at stake. 
 
Additionally, certain regulatory decisions can make life easier for general counsel 
and chief information security officers who often have an uphill battle in convincing 
boards to make the necessary investments in cybersecurity. The fines levied in 
these decisions, for example, are identifiable metrics that can help GCs and CISOs 
make the business case for proactive cybersecurity investments. 
 
Ultimately, regulatory action reveals a central truth: The key to cybersecurity is in 
anticipating risks and exercising sound judgment up front. It’s about making smart 
choices in advance — not chasing the latest, expensive technological “fix” or 
merely reacting once a breach occurs. The cost of breaches is exploding, and early 
barriers to litigating cybersecurity claims (like standing issues) will become 
surmountable. So, modern highly connected businesses may want to act now to 
mitigate the increased risk of costs from private cybersecurity litigation and lessen 
the profound unease. 
 
Fortunately, regulatory action today, properly understood, can help. 
 
The Emerging Regulatory Standard 
 
Regulators increasingly want their companies to establish a culture of 
comprehensive cyber fitness, which turns out to be the exact right approach. 
 
Take, for example, the SEC’s $1 million fine[1] levied on a large, dually registered broker-dealer 
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investment adviser in June 2016 for failing to have written policies and procedures designed to protect 
consumer information. The issue came to the SEC’s attention after a BD/IA employee transferred 
730,000 customer accounts to his personal server, which was then hacked. The customer information 
ended up for sale online, but significantly, there was no evidence that the information was actually sold, 
and the BD/IA provided prompt notice and protections to impacted customers. Nevertheless, the SEC 
determined that the BD/IA had failed to take sufficient preventive steps, regardless of the amount of 
harm suffered in this particular instance. In other words, companies need to disabuse themselves of any 
“no harm, no foul’ notion as regulators seek to use fines to incentivize practices that help prevent future 
harm. 
 
The FDA has gone one step further, not even waiting for a breach or other triggering action to invite 
regulatory attention. In April 2017, the FDA sent a letter to a global health care company threatening 
action if the company failed to address cybersecurity issues with certain medical devices. The FDA gave 
the company 15 days to draw up a plan to address the shortcomings. The FDA letter made it clear that 
regulators now expect businesses to be managing their cybersecurity risks before trouble arises — or 
face adverse action. 
 
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration took one step further still. It has started urging 
vehicle manufacturers[2] looking to build in vehicle-to-vehicle communication technologies (that will 
enable cars to operate more “smartly” and safely while eventually enabling them to drive themselves), 
to incorporate cybersecurity as far back as the design phase. This strategy would require constant 
assessment of an in-car interface capable of connecting to an external source itself or to another system 
that connects to an external source.[3] 
 
Perhaps the clearest indications of the emerging regulatory emphasis on proactive reasonableness and a 
corporate culture of proactive cyber fitness are New York’s recent cybersecurity regulation and the 
recent advanced notice of proposed rulemaking on enhanced cyberrisk management issued by federal 
banking regulators. Both the New York regulation and the ANPR are entirely concerned with the 
cybersecurity risk management approach of their regulated entities, and not simply the notification and 
protection of customers once something has gone wrong. The New York regulation even goes on to 
establish specific minimum standards that regulated businesses must meet in order to operate in New 
York. This marks a significant departure from previous regulatory approaches that focused almost 
entirely on customer protection after something has gone wrong. 
 
What Recent Regulatory Developments May Say About Future Litigation Standards and What to Do 
About Them 
 
These recent regulatory developments indicate that regulators and the legal bar as a whole are shifting 
to a more proactive, risk-mitigation-centered approach toward cybersecurity — which courts are likely 
to look to when determining whether a company, which experienced a breach and is now facing a class 
action or shareholder derivative suit, met the standard of care. 
 
The plaintiffs bar will no doubt point to regulatory standards and industry best practices in seeking to 
establish that corporate duties have been violated, so companies would do well to discern and follow 
those standards now. Beyond the broad expectation to take reasonable measures to protect customer 
information, regulators have increasingly spelled out what exactly these reasonable measures should 
look like in today’s market. 
 
For example, the New York cybersecurity regulation mandates that covered companies have a 



 

 

cybersecurity program based on an up-to-date risk assessment, with risk-based decisions documented 
as policies and procedures in key areas. These key areas include third-party service providers, network 
and systems monitoring, application security and access controls. 
 
Other examples of best practices highlighted by regulators include regular audit or testing of 
cybersecurity controls (highlighted by the SEC in fining the BD/IA), updating risk assessments to include 
the results of third-party assessments (highlighted by the FDA in its warning to a global health care 
company), and participating in external information sharing to stay abreast of a dynamic threat 
landscape (identified by National Institute of Standards and Technology as a hallmark of the best 
cybersecurity programs). 
 
To the extent businesses neglect to keep up with this evolving set of regulatory expectations, they will 
face increasing potential liability both from regulators and an eager plaintiffs bar. 
 
Lessons and Opportunities 
 
There is a path to greater certainty in cybersecurity, even as the threat of litigation grows larger and the 
costs of breaches increase. One of those paths is being charted by the regulators. In fact, regulatory 
agencies are becoming the bellwether for future litigation by informing what is “reasonable” and what 
the appropriate “standard of care” is. Companies would do well to study these moves, implement them, 
and thereby ease their profound cyber unease. 
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